
Chapter 10 
Eukaryotic Gene Mapping

Introduction
In previous chapters the relative location of two loci has been examined. We have used the frequency of 

recombinants vs parentals to determine the recombinant frequency (RF). Two loci could show independent 
assortment (unlinked, RF~ 0.5 or 50%) or were linked (RF<< 0.35 or 35%). If linked, the two must be located on 
the same chromosome (syntenic), but if unlinked they could be far apart on the same chromosome or on different 
chromosomes (non-syntenic). In this chapter we will learn how to construct genetic maps using 3-point crosses. 

Figure 10-1  
Two chromosomes with the same gene 
Thomas Hunt Morgan and his under-
graduate Alfred Henry Sturtevant used 
fruit fly mutations like the ones in this 
figure to create the first recombination 
map. 

Eye colors (clockwise): brown, cinnabar, 
sepia, vermilion, white, wild. Also, the 
white-eyed fly has a yellow body, the 
sepia-eyed fly has a black body, and the 
brown-eyed fly has an ebony body.

(Wikimedia-Ktbn-Public Domain)

A. Genetic Mapping
A genetic map (or recombination map) is a 

representation of the linear order of genes (or loci), 
and their relative distances determined by crossover 
frequency, along a chromosome. The fact that such 
linear maps can be constructed supports the concept 
of genes being arranged in a fixed, linear order along 
a single duplex of DNA for each chromosome. We can 
use recombination frequencies to produce genetic maps 
of all the loci along each chromosome and ultimately in 
the whole genome. 

A.1. Calculating map distance

The units of genetic distance are called centiMorgans 
(cM) in honor of Thomas Hunt Morgan by his 
undergraduate student, Alfred Sturtevant, who 
developed the concept of genetic maps. Thus, the 
recombination frequency in percent is the same as 
the map distance in cM. For example, if two loci have 
a recombination frequency of 25% they are said to be 
~25cM apart on a chromosome (Figure 10-2 on page 
92). 
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Note, however, this approximation works well only 
for small distances (d < 30 cM) but progressively fails 
at longer distances. This is because as the two loci get 
farther apart the RF reaches a maximum at 50%, like it 
would for two loci assorting independently (not linked). 
In fact, most chromosomes are >100 cM long but such 
loci at the tips only have an RF of 50%. 

You might think that with a large enough distance, 
you would guarantee that a crossover 
would occur between them, thus making 
the number of recombinants larger than 
the parentals.  What you’d be missing 
is that you can have second, third, and 
even more crossovers that will restore 
(even # crossovers) or remove (odd # 
chromosomes) parental arrangements.  
Each subsequent crossover is less probable, 
thus causing a plateau of measurable 
recombinants at 50%.  See section A.3 for 
more details.

Calculating the map distance of the 
whole chromosome (end-to-end) of over 
50cM comes from mapping of multiple 
loci dispersed along the chromosome, each 
with a value of less than 50%, with their 
total adding up to the value over 50cM 
(e.g. >100 cM as above). The method for 
mapping of these long chromosomes is 
described next. 

Note that the map distance of two 
loci alone does not tell us anything about 
the orientation of these loci relative to other 
features, such as centromeres or telomeres, on 
the chromosome. 

A.2. Map distance over long chromosomes

Map distances are always calculated for one pair of loci 
at a time. However, by combining the results of multiple 
pairwise calculations, a genetic map of many loci on a 
chromosome can be produced (Figure 10-3). A genetic 
map shows the map distance, in cM, that separates any 
two loci, and the position of these loci relative to all 
other mapped loci. The genetic map distance is roughly 
proportional to the physical distance, i.e. the amount 
of DNA between two loci. For example, in Arabidopsis, 
1.0 cM corresponds to approximately 150,000bp and 
contains approximately 50 genes. The exact number 
of DNA base pairs in a cM depends on the organism, 
and on the particular position in the chromosome; 
some parts of chromosomes (“crossover hot spots”) 
have higher rates of recombination than others, while 
other regions have reduced crossing over and often 
correspond to large regions of heterochromatin. 

When a novel gene or locus is identified by mutation 
or polymorphism, crossing it with previously mapped 

Figure 10-2  
Two genetic maps consistent with a recombination fre-
quency of 25% between A and B. Note the location of the 
centromere. 

(Original-Deyholos-CC BY-NC 3.0)

Figure 10-3  
Genetic maps for regions of two chromosomes from two species of 
the moth, Bombyx. The scale at left shows distance in cM, and the 
position of various loci is indicated on each chromosome. Diagonal 
lines connecting loci on different chromosomes show the position of 
corresponding loci in different species. This is referred to as regions 
of conserved synteny.

(NCBI-NIH-PD)
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genes and then calculating the recombination 
frequency can determine its approximate position on a 
chromosome.

If the novel gene and the previously mapped genes 
show complete or partial linkage with an existing 
locus, the recombination frequency will indicate the 
approximate position of the novel gene within the 
genetic map. This information is useful in isolating (i.e. 
cloning) the specific fragment of DNA that encodes the 
novel gene. This process called map-based cloning.

Genetic maps are also useful to (1) track genes/alleles 
when breeding crops and animals, (2) in studying 
evolutionary relationships between species, and (3) in 
determining the causes and individual susceptibility of 
some human diseases.

A.3. Genetic maps are an approximation

Genetic maps are useful for showing the order of 
loci along a chromosome, but the distances are only an 
approximation. The correlation between recombination 
frequency and actual chromosomal distance is more 
accurate for shorter distances (low RF values) than long 
distances. As the distance between two genes you are 
mapping increases, the actual number of crossovers 
is underestimated.  As mentioned near the end of 
section A.1, this is because as the distance between loci 
increases, so does the possibility of having a second 
(third, or more) crossovers occur between the loci. 
This is a problem for geneticists, because with respect 
to the loci being studied, these double-crossovers 
produce gametes with the same genotypes as if no 
recombination events had occurred (Figure 10-4), so 
they have parental genotypes. Thus a double crossover 
will appear to be a parental type and not be counted as a 
recombinant, despite having two (or more) crossovers. 
Geneticists will sometimes use specific mathematical 
formulae to adjust large recombination frequencies to 

account for the possibility of multiple crossovers and 
thus get a better estimate of the actual distance between 
two loci. 
B. Mapping With Three-Point Crosses

B.1. Solving Gene Order Without Math

It is critical to get both the parental genotypes and the 
gene order correct; many students muff the mapping if 
they assume the genes are in alphabetical order or the 
order printed on the page.  

The largest two classes of offspring represent the 
parentals; absence of crossover is the most common 
event.  If you look ahead to Table 1 (Section B.2. An 
Example), note that rows 2 and 5 have the most common 
offspring (38 and 42, respectively).  Because this is a 
testcross, the phenotype will resemble whatever the 
F1 trihybrid created through recombination (or not!).  
Parentals are most common because recombination is 
rare.  The two largest classes indicate the genotype of the 
P generation, which is often true-breeding.  In Figure 5, 
you are shown what the parents look like.  (This is not 
always going to be done for you.)  If you have a table with 
all the progeny and their frequencies, you have the tools 
to elucidate the parental gene combinations yourself.  
Try it out on Table 1.  You should notice that the largest 
numbers reflected the original parents shown in Figure 
5.  In rows 2 and 5, alleles A and C (and also a and c) are 
in coupling.  Likewise, A and b (also a and B) as well as 
B and c (and b and C) are in repulsion.  Thus must it be 
in the parentals:  AbC/AbC x aBc/aBc!

Next, you need to verify the gene order.  While the 
strategy of mapping all three genes and figuring out the 
order works well (see section 2.2), for some reason this 
seems to not work out well for many students under 
exam conditions.  

Let’s start with an easy example where all the genes 
are in coupling (but note that is not always the case, 
as in section 2.2 and the example above).  The largest 
classes of offspring reveal the parental genotypes (as 
you saw), but the smallest classes of offspring will tell 
us the order of the genes.  Because double crossovers 
are the most rare, they have to be the smallest classes.  
In Table 1, these are in rows 3 and 8 (having only one 
member each).   

Let’s take a step back and use a simple example here.  
We’ll use the superscript notation and start with two 
true-breeding parents with three linked genes: a+, b+ 
and c+, all in coupling, and in that order (this would be 
written as a+b+c+/a+b+c+ x abc/abc).  Let’s put them on 

Figure 10-4  
A double crossover between two loci will appear as a 
non-crossover in the progeny because the chromosomes 
contain parental arrangements of the genes being ana-
lyzed.

(Deyholos-CC BY-NC 3.0)
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B.2. An Example

A genetic map consists of multiple loci distributed 
along a chromosome. An efficient method of mapping 
three genes at once is the three-point testcross, which 
allows the order and distance between three potentially 
linked genes to be determined in a single cross 
experiment (). 

This is particularly useful when mapping a new 
mutation whose location is unknown relative to 
two previously mapped loci with known locations. 
The basic strategy is the same as for the dihybrid 
mapping experiment described previously, except pure 
breeding lines with contrasting genotypes are crossed 
to produce an individual heterozygous at three loci (a 
trihybrid), which is then testcrossed to a tester, which is 
homozygous recessive for all three genes, to determine 
the recombination frequency between each pair of 
genes, among the three loci. A Punnett square can be 

homologous chromosomes that are aligned as shown:

   
The resulting F1 trihybrid would therefore look like:

A double crossover is identified when one crossover 
occurs between a and b as well as b and c.  There are two 
kinds of gametes produced this way:

The double crossover gametes created will be ab+c or 
a+bc+. 

If we do a testcross, one chromosome of each offspring 
must contain all recessive alleles.   It would look like this 
(the homozygous tester’s chromosome is light blue):

Phenotypically, the offspring would be a+bc+ and ab+c. 
If that matches the phenotype of your least-populated 
rows, you have the order!

Try doing this with a different gene order that is 
wrong:

Note the outcome for this gene order would be 
different.  Double crossovers would be ac+b and a+cb+.  
These are different than what we found above. 
Only three orders are possible – try each gene in 
turn as the “middle”.  Only one can fit your data.

If the class with the lowest number of progeny 
resembles the phenotype you created using the 
parental genotypes match, you have the correct 
order.  If it doesn’t work, try a different order.  
There are only three possibilities.

Check http://universitygenetics-mapping.
blogspot.ca/2012/02/determining-gene-

order.html for a tutorial on this.

Figure 10-5  
A three point cross for loci affecting tail length, fur color, 
and whisker length. 
(Original-Modified Deyholos-CC BY-NC 3.0)

Figure 10-6  
Punnett square of the test cross for Figure 5 showing the predicted 
gametes possible from this cross, and their phenotypes.

(Original-L. Canham-CC BY-NC 3.0)

http://universitygenetics-mapping.blogspot.ca/2012/02/determining-gene-order.html
http://universitygenetics-mapping.blogspot.ca/2012/02/determining-gene-order.html
http://universitygenetics-mapping.blogspot.ca/2012/02/determining-gene-order.html
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used to predict all the possible outcomes of the test cross (Figure 10-6). The progeny produced from the testcross 
is shown in Table 10-1 on page 95. 
Table 10-1  
An example of data that might be obtained from the F2 generation of the three-point cross is shown in Figure 5. The rarest 
phenotypic classes correspond to double recombinant gametes ABc and abC. Each phenotypic class and the gamete 

RFA,B =
1+16+12+1 = 25%

120

RFA,C =
5+1+5+1 = 15%

120

RFB,C =
5+16+5+12 = 32%

120
                                           (not corrected for double crossovers)

B.3. Double Crossover Correction

Note that in the three-point cross, the sum of the 
distances between A-B and A-C (35%) is less than 
the distance calculated for B-C (32%). This is because 
of double crossovers between B and C, which were 
undetected when we considered only pairwise data for 

B and C. We can 
easily account for some of these double crossovers, and 
include them in calculating the map distance between B 
and C, as follows (Figure 10-7).

from the trihybrid that produced it can also be classified as 
parental (P) or recombinant (R) with respect to each pair of 
loci (A,B), (A,C), (B,C) analyzed in the experiment.

tail 
phenotype

fur 
phenotype

whisker 
phenotype

# of 
progeny

gamete 
from 

trihybrid

genotype of 
F2 from test 

cross

loci 
A, B

loci 
A, C

loci 
B, C

1 Short tail Brown fur Long whiskers 5 aBC aBC/abc P R R

2 Long tail White fur Long whiskers 38 AbC AbC/abc P P P

3 Short tail White fur Long whiskers 1 abC abC/abc R R P

4 Long tail Brown fur Long whiskers 16 ABC ABC/abc R P R

5 Short tail Brown fur Short whiskers 42 aBc aBc/abc P P P

6 Long tail White fur Short whiskers 5 Abc Abc/abc P R R

7 Short tail White fur Short whiskers 12 abc abc/abc R P R

8 Long tail Brown fur Short whiskers 1 ABc ABc/abc R R P
Figure 10-29  

The trihybrid, when crossed to a tester, should be 
able to make eight different gametes, to make eight 
possible different phenotype combinations in the 
offspring (2n combinations, n = #traits). The next step 
would be to identify if the alleles are recombinant 
or parental gametes, comparing only two loci at one 
time to the parental combinations. In this example, 
the parents of the trihybrid are aBc/aBc and AbC/
AbC, so the parental gametes would be aBc and AbC 
respectively. Now, by comparing two loci at once, you 
can determine if they are recombinant or parental. For 
example, the offspring in the first row in Table 10-1 
came from gamete aBC. Comparing loci A and B we see 
that it matches one of the parental gametes and so it 
is parental. Comparing A and C we see that it matches 
neither parental, so it is recombinant. The same can be 
said for comparing B and C.

Once each class of progeny has been identified as 
being parental or recombinant for each gene (right three 
columns of Table 10-1), recombination frequencies may 
be calculated for each pair of loci individually, as we did 
before for one pair of loci in our dihybrid We can then 
use these numbers to build the map, placing the loci 
with the largest RF on the ends.

Figure 10-7  
Two maps based on 
the data in Table 1 
(without correction 
for double cross-
overs).  Both are 
equivalent. 
 
(Original-Deyho-
los-CC BY-NC 3.0)
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We already deduced that the map order must be 
BAC (or CAB). However, these double recomb-inants, 
ABc and abC, were not included in our calculations of 
recombination frequency between loci B and C. If we 
included these double recombinant classes (multiplied 
by 2, since they each represent two recombination 
events), the calculation of recombination frequency 
between B and C is as follows, and the result is now 
more consistent with the sum of map distances between 
A-B and A-C.

RFB,C =
5+16+5+12+2(1)+2(1) = 35%

120
                                        (corrected for double crossovers)

Thus, the three-point cross was useful for: 
(1) determining the order of three loci relative to each 

other, 
(2) calculating map distances between the loci, and 
(3) detecting some of the double crossover events that 

would otherwise lead to an underestimation of 
map distance. 

However, it is possible that other double crossovers 
events remain undetected. Double crossovers between 
loci A&B or between loci A&C cannot be detected. 
Geneticists have developed a variety of mathematical 
procedures to try to correct for such double crossovers 
during large-scale mapping experiments.  This, by the 
way, is also why the recombination frequency caps out 
at 50% as explained earlier in Chapter 9, sections B&C.

As more and more genes are mapped a better genetic 
map can be constructed. Then, when a new gene is 
discovered, it can be mapped relative to other genes 
of known location to determine its location. All that is 
needed to map a gene is two alleles: a wild type allele, 
and a mutant allele.
C. Analysis of Recombination 

Frequencies in a Three Point Test 
Cross

Now that we know what the map looks like, the 
frequency of each offspring type can be explained. 
Parental gametes (AbC and aBc) are the result of no 
crossovers, or double crossovers between two alleles. 
Because we know all three loci are linked, it is expected 
for this frequency to be relatively high, much like what 
we see in the example above. 

There are recombinant gametes that are the result 
of one crossover between two alleles (aBC, Abc, ABC 
and abc) single crossover events are more common, 
but are more likely to happen between loci B and A, 

because they are 25 cM and so are farther apart than A 
and C, which are only 10 cM. So we expect to see more 
recombinant gametes with the former. 

And lastly there are recombinant gametes that are a 
result of double crossover events (ABc and abC). Double 
crossovers between three linked genes like this is rare, 
so we don’t expect to see many offspring from these 
recombinant gametes. 

In the example given above, all the genes present are 
linked, with one pair more strongly linked than the 
other (A and C have stronger linkage than A and B). 
When choosing three genes to map, this will not always 
be the case. Sometimes you will have all genes linked, 
sometimes you may have two genes linked and one 
gene unlinked, and sometimes they all may be unlinked 

(Figure 10-8 on page 96). Much like what we did 
above, by comparing the ratios of offspring you should 
be able to predict if the genes in the trihybrid are linked 
or not.

The frequencies we see from this cross agree with our 
expectations. Figure 10-9 (next page) shows a diagram 
of the crossover events that took place in regards to 
recombinant gametes and the number of offspring seen 
with that gamete type. 

If all three genes are unlinked, then we expect 
independent assortment and an equal number of all 
progeny types. Like in the example, if all are linked, 

Figure 10-8  
Three ways genes can be associated with each other 
based.  All have the same genotype but linkage changes 
arrangements.  Genes far apart are considered “unlinked”.

(Original-J. Locke/L. Canham-CC BY-NC 3.0)
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you expect there to be many parental genotypes, some 
recombinant genotypes if they are a result of a single 
recombination events. Recombinant genotypes that 
are a result of two recombination events will be rare. 
The actual numbers of each will differ depending if all 
the linked genes are equal distances from each other, 
or if one pair is more linked than the other.  We used 
the largest and smallest classes to figure out what’s 
happening earlier in this chapter.

In the case of having two genes linked and one 
gene unlinked the data will look different. Let’s use 
the example as it was before, with the same parental 

gametes (AC;b and ac;B), but let’s assume the genes A 
and C are linked and B is unlinked (as shown using 
the semicolon). In this case, because linkage causes a 
higher prevalence of parental gametes, we expect there 
to be more parental organizations of A and C (ie. AC or 
ac), and less recombinant organizations of A and C (ie. 
Ac and aC). The presence and or absence of parental B 
is not important here, because it is unlinked and will 
assort independently.  Your data will show an equal 
number of B or b for each AC combination.  If A and C 
are still 10 cM apart, your data may look like that shown 
in Table 10-2.
Table 10-2    
Progeny ratios seen after a trihybrid test cross depending 
on whether they are all linked, only two are linked or if all 
are unlinked. The “All Linked” column is based upon the 
cross shown in Figure 10-5 on page 94 as an example.

Gametes Parental or 
Recombinant

A and C 
linked All linked

AbC P more many

aBc P more many

ABC R more some (big)

abc R more some (big)

aBC R less some (few)

Abc R less some (few)

abC R less rare
ABc R less rare

Note how there are FOUR large classes and FOUR 
small classes instead of two (with two intermediates).  
This is your clue that there might be an unlinked gene.
D. Where Do Crossovers Occur on a 

Chromosome?
A crossover involves the reciprocal exchange between 

non-sister chromatids when synapsed at prophase I of 
meiosis. While this exchange can theoretically occur 
anywhere along the synapsed homologs, observations 
show us that some regions along a chromosome have 
higher rates of crossing over, while others are lower. In 
addition, the frequency of crossing over varies from 
species to species, and even from male to female within 
a species. For example, in Drosophila melanogaster there 
is no crossing over in males. 

From Drosophila recombination data we know that 
the likelihood of a crossover is greatest in the middle 
of a chromosome arm and lower at the telomere and 

Figure 10-9  
Diagram of the crossover events to create the different 
recombinant gametes from the cross in Figure 10-5 on 
page 94. The parental alleles are seen on the black 
chromosomes. The coloured lines indicate show where 
the crossover event took place and underlines the alleles 
for that recombinant gamete. Below each diagram is the 
recombinant gamete and the number of progeny seen in 
that cross.
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centromere regions (Figure 10-10 on page 98). This 
distribution would be expected if one of the functions 
of a crossover event were to hold the two synapsed 
chromosomes together so that they segregate correctly 
in metaphase I of Meiosis I. 

E. Interference
Now we come to one last thing that we can determine 

from a three-point testcross:  whether the incidence of 
one crossover influences the occurrence of a nearby one.  

The product rule tells us that the probability of a 
double crossover is easily determined by multiplying 
the distances together.  In Figure 10-7 on page 95, B 
and A are 25 cM apart and A and C are 10 cM apart.  
Each distance reflects the percentage of recombinants 
between the regions:  25% and 10%, respectively.  The 
chance of getting a double crossover between both loci 
is 0.25 x 0.10 = 0.025, or 2.5%.  For every 100 gametes, 
you expect 2-3 to be a result because of double crossover. 

But recall that crossover is a physical event between 
chromosomes.  Chapter 7 (Figure 7-4 on page 66) 
shows how homologous chromosomes approach each 
other (synapse) during the zygotene part of Prophase 
I.  Physical connections between homologues occur 
during the diplotene phase, and chiasmata (“bridges”) 
form between them.  Figure 7-6 on page 67 in Chapter 
7 shows that the chromosomes are bound together with 

Figure 10-10  
Diagram of the frequency of crossing over along a chromo-
some (bottom). The Y-axis shows the relative rate of cross-
ing over. The two peaks are present in the middle of each 
chromosome arm, while the telomeres and centromeres 
have lower frequencies of exchanges. 

(Original-J. Locke-CC BY-NC 3.0)

the synaptonemal complex.  What’s not shown is that 
there are protein complexes at the site of chiasma that 
cause extremely precise cutting and splicing of DNA 
between nonsister chromatids.  These cuts and splices 
are so precise that the genetic sequence exactly matches 
atom to atom at the crossover region.

This relates to crossover for this reason:  connecting 
nonsister chromatids of homologous chromosomes 
involves enzymes and cellular tools that occupy 
space.  This means that the machinery directing one 
crossover might influence an adjacent event.  This is 
called interference.  Positive interference means that 
the number of double crossover events is less than you 
expect:  you have fewer than the number of predicted 
double crossover progeny.  Perhaps the enzymes 
involved in one crossover event prevent another nearby 
event from happening.  

Less common is negative interference.  The presence 
of one crossover might actually increase another nearby 
event.

The exact molecular reasons for interference are 
still being worked out.  You can, however, calculate the 
amount of interference with a simple formula:

I=100% —
#observed
#expected

The number of observed double crossovers (dco) 
is simply all the double crossover progeny you found 
in your data.  The expected number is calculated 
by multiplying the total number of progeny by the 
probability of a double crossover occurring.  In the 
earlier example, we found that 2.5% of progeny should 
be double crossovers.  In Table 1 there are 120 progeny 
in total.  Therefore, you expect 0.025 x 120 = 3 double 
crossovers.  You observed 2.  

Ignoring that the number of progeny is very, very 
small and so the observed number is probably not 
statistically accurate, we could calculate interference 
as I = 100% - (2/3) = 33.3%.  This means that 1/3 of 
expected double crossovers were interfered with:  they 
did not occur.
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Summary:
 · A genetic map (or recombination map) is a representation of the linear order of genes (or loci), and their 

relative distances determined by crossover frequency, along a chromosome.
 · Recombination frequency is usually proportional to the distance between loci, so recombination frequencies 

can be used to create genetic maps.
 · Recombination frequencies tend to underestimate map distances, especially over long distances, since double 

crossovers may be indistinguishable from non-recombinants.
 · Loci that are syntenic may appear to be unlinked.  However, no genes can be mapped as farther than 50 cM 

apart.
 · Three-point crosses can determine the order and map distance among three loci.
 · In three-point crosses, a correction for the distance of the outside markers can be made to account for double 

crossovers between the two outer loci.
 · Crossovers are not equally frequent all along a chromosome. In some regions, crossovers are more frequent 

while others are less. 
 · The resolution of genetic maps depends on the number of markers and the number of progeny.
 · Interference between crossover events may occur.  This can be calculated.  Positive interference is when less 

crossovers occur than expected.  Negative interference is when more crossovers appear than anticipated.

Study Questions:
1) In corn (i.e. maize, a diploid species), imagine that 

alleles for resistance to a particular pathogen are 
recessive and are linked to a locus that affects tassel 
length (short tassels are recessive to long tassels). 
Design a series of crosses to determine the map 
distance between these two loci. You can start with 
any genotypes you want, but be sure to specify the 
phenotypes of individuals at each stage of the pro-
cess and specify which progeny will be considered 
recombinant. You do not need to calculate recom-
bination frequency.

2) In a mutant screen in Drosophila, you identified a 
gene related to memory, as evidenced by the inabil-
ity of recessive homozygotes to learn to associate a 
particular scent with the availability of food. Given 
another line of flies with an autosomal mutation 
that produces orange eyes, design a series of crosses 
to determine the map distance between these two 
loci and specify which progeny will be considered 
recombinant. You do not need to calculate recom-
bination frequency.

3) Imagine that methionine heterotrophy, chlorosis 
(loss of chlorophyll), and absence of leaf hairs (tri-
chomes) are each caused by recessive mutations at 
three different loci in Arabidopsis. Given a triple 
mutant, and assuming the loci are on the same 
chromosome, explain how you would determine 
the order of the loci relative to each other. 

4) Three loci are linked in the order B-C-A. If the A-B 
map distance is 1cM, and the B-C map distance is 
0.6cM, given the lines AaBbCc and aabbcc, what 
will be the frequency of Aabb genotypes among 
their progeny if one of the parents of the dihybrid 
had the genotypes AABBCC? 

Key terms:
centimorgans (cM)
conserved synteny
double-crossover
genetic map
independent assortment

interference
linked
map units (mu)
map-based cloning
Morgan, Thomas Hunt 

non-syntenic
parentals
recombinants
Sturtevant, Alfred 
syntenic

synapse
three-point cross
unlinked
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5) Genes for body color (B black dominant to b 
yellow) and wing shape (C straight dominant to c 
curved) are located on the same chromosome in 
flies. If single mutants for each of these traits are 
crossed (i.e. a yellow fly crossed to a curved-wing 
fly), and their progeny is testcrossed, the following 
phenotypic ratios are observed among their 
progeny. 

black, straight 17
yellow, curved 12
black, curved 337
yellow, straight 364

a) Calculate the map distance between B and C.
b) Why are the frequencies of the two smallest 

classes not exactly the same?

6) Given the map distance you calculated between 
B-C in question 12, if you crossed a double mutant 
(i.e. yellow body and curved wing) with a wild-type 
fly, and testcrossed the progeny, what phenotypes 
in what proportions would you expect to observe 
among the F2 generation? 

7) Wild-type mice have brown fur and short tails. 
Loss of function of a particular gene produces 
white fur, while loss of function of another gene 
produces long tails, and loss of function at a third 
locus produces agitated behaviour. Each of these 
loss of function alleles is recessive. If a wild-type 
mouse is crossed with a triple mutant, and their F1 
progeny is test-crossed, the following recombina-
tion frequencies are observed among their proge-
ny. Produce a genetic map for these loci.

Fur Tail Behaviour Freq.
white short normal 16
brown short agitated 0
brown short normal 955
white short agitated 36
white long normal 0
brown long agitated 14
brown long normal 46
white long agitated 933

8) You discover an alien species that displays the same 
type of inheritance that is commonplace with dip-
loid animals on Earth. You cross two true-breeding 
individuals and the F1 displays these traits:  pear-
shaped head, gray skin, and normal fingers.  The F1 
is testcrossed to give the following data:

91 pear-shaped head, glowing fingertip, and green skin

6 pear-shaped head, glowing fingertip, and gray skin

1 pear-shaped head, normal fingertip, and green skin

1 round head, glowing fingertip, and gray skin

7 round head, normal fingertip, and green skin

506 pear-shaped head, normal fingertip, and gray skin

85 round head, normal fingertip, and gray skin

491 round head, glowing fingertip, and green skin

Define gene symbols and create a genetic map that 
shows how these traits are arranged on the chromo-
somes.  Be sure to mathematically correct for double 
crossover events.  Calculate interference. 

(Solution is at http://universitygenetics-map-
ping.blogspot.ca/2011/11/alien-gene-map-
ping.html)
9) Two true-breeding lizards were crossed.  Three 

mutant traits were found in the parents: bent tail, 
missing thumb, and curled claws.  The F1 lizards 
were all wild-type in appearance.  The F1 females 
were testcrossed, and the offspring were sorted to 
obtain these data:

wild type       182
 bent tail, missing thumb, curled claws   176
 bent tail, missing thumb         5
 missing thumb, curled claws      52
 bent tail         55
 bent tail, curled claws   2261
 missing thumb    2279 
a)  Diagram the arrangement of alleles on the two 

homologous chromosomes for both parents (P 
generation) and the F1.

b) Draw a genetic map based on these data.  Be 
sure to mathematically correct for double-
crossovers,

c) Calculate interference.  Explain what this value 
means.

(Solution is at http://universitygenetics-map-
ping.blogspot.ca/2011/11/question-1b.html)

http://universitygenetics-mapping.blogspot.ca/2011/11/alien-gene-mapping.html
http://universitygenetics-mapping.blogspot.ca/2011/11/alien-gene-mapping.html
http://universitygenetics-mapping.blogspot.ca/2011/11/alien-gene-mapping.html
http://universitygenetics-mapping.blogspot.ca/2011/11/question-1b.html
http://universitygenetics-mapping.blogspot.ca/2011/11/question-1b.html
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10)  Two true-breeding minks were crossed.  Between 
them there were three loci that were being ana-
lyzed:  drawn jowls, club foot, and a behaviour of 
being easily startled.  The F1 minks were all wild-
type in appearance.  The F1 females were test-
crossed and the progeny sorted.  The following data 
were obtained:

drawn jowls, normal foot, easily startled 157

normal jowls, club foot, calm                             165

normal jowls, club foot, easily startled               15

drawn jowls, club foot, calm   139

drawn jowls, club foot, easily startled  14

normal jowls, normal foot, calm  21

drawn jowls, normal foot, calm  18

normal jowls, normal foot, easily startled 163

a) Define appropriate gene and allele symbols ac-
cording to standard conventions.

b) Draw a genetic map based on these data.

c) What can you infer about these loci?

(Solution is at http://universitygenetics-map-
ping.blogspot.ca/2011/11/question-4.html)

http://universitygenetics-mapping.blogspot.ca/2011/11/question-4.html
http://universitygenetics-mapping.blogspot.ca/2011/11/question-4.html
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